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This report is compiled throughout the year and pulls together information from across the 
SEND programme under the following headings. 

1. Executive Summary
2. Activity and Engagement Information
3. High Quality Delivery and Support
4. Development in capacity and capability of SENCO
5. Next Steps

The report will not be complete until the final cohort review activities but is designed to provide 
an update and inform planning for cohort two.



Whole Education: Vision, Mission, Values

Our vision is...

An education system in which 

all young people thrive in life, 

learning and work.

Our mission is...

To collaborate with leaders at 

all levels to provide a 

high-quality whole education. 

#WholeEducation

A ‘whole education’ is one that:

● Develops the range of knowledge, qualities and 

skills learners need to thrive in life, learning & work

● Makes learning more relevant and engaging, with 

students taking ownership of their own learning

● Supports learning across various environments

while engaging parents and the wider community



What we do/who we work with
National Network
Schools/trusts committed to WE values

Locality Work
Developing Self-Improving SEND Systems

- Helping SENCO’s and 
school leaders sustainably 
improve SEND provision 
and outcomes over time

- Helping whole localities 
work more effectively 
together for ongoing self 
improving systems

- Helping SENCO’s, school 
and system leaders connect 
with like minded peers 
nationally 

Primary | Secondary

Heads: Headspace

Senior Leaders: Leading a 
Whole Education

Middle Leaders: Lab 
Classrooms (EEF 2 for 1)

Networking and Sharing 

Events: WE Inspire (virtual) 
and Stand Out Schools



What your schools can access …. 

SEND Communities of 
Learning (National)

Expert SEND Online 
CPD

SEND Self Improving 
Systems

National online knowledge sharing 
and peer learning events with schools 
linked to key expert practice themes

Online training and best practice CPD 
sessions with leading national 
experts, linked to key practice 
themes

Helping your school on a journey of 
self improvement: Self-evaluation > 
Action PLans/QA > Triads > Coaching

Communities of Learning

Expert Online CPD

SEND Self 
Improving 
Systems

Key Themes
● Intent (Leadership)
● Implementation (Teaching and Learning)
● Impact (Outcomes)
● Assessment
● Provision Mapping
● Learners and Families
● Use of TA’s



1b. Locality Aims

#WholeEducation

1. Objective: To improve and further develop SEND provision and practice in Core Improvement Programme (CIP) participating 
schools.

Impact measure
- online self-evaluation (EMS)
- action plan progress reports
- qualitative feedback from participating schools through QA process
- qualitative feedback from Impact Event
- pupil outcomes over time

1. Objective: To improve and further develop the knowledge and expertise of locality schools through attendance at high quality 
SEND CPD and practice sharing events.

Impact measure
- attendance at Whole Education SEND Expert Webinars
- quantitative feedback from Expert Webinars
- qualitative feedback from QA process

1. Objective: To identify and leverage talent, expertise and capacity within locality schools
Impact measure

- quantitative feedback from action planning process
- qualitative feedback from QA process
- Data from self-evaluation
- qualitative feedback from expert coaching support

1. Objective: To develop a cost effective model for school improvement and improvements in SEND across the locality



1c. Reminder of WE SEND timeline

--- Quality Assurance Calls ---

Online self-evaluation
EvaluateMySchool

-Launch- -Wrap Up-



1d. Dates for Sheffield Cohort Y1 

#WholeEducation

Date Activity

23 February 2021 Launch event 

10 March  2021 Deadline to complete online self-evaluation: EvaluateMySchool.co.uk

17 March 2021 Coaching workshop 

March - April  2021 Visit One (coach & participant draft action plan  - Separate meetings for each of 
the 2 schools)

21 May 2021 Deadline to submit action plans

June - July 2021 Visit Two (coach & both participants)

8th, 9th, 10th September 2021 Quality Assurance (QA) one-to-one Virtual meetings with David Bartram

October - December 2021 Visit Three (coach & participants reviewing impact)

Tbc (Spring 2022) Self Evaluation Completed + Action Plan Updated

Tbc (Spring 2022) Impact learning and wrap-up Year 1 event!

http://evaluatemyschool.co.uk


Your Cohort is supported in this programme by a lead project expert, David Bartram OBE

1e. WE team 

#WholeEducation

David is a member of the Department for Education’s SEND Review steering group and was 
an expert advisor to the Timpson Review on school exclusions. He has worked directly with 
over five hundred school leadership teams across the UK to improve their provision for 
vulnerable pupils.  

David is author of the SEND Review Guide, a national framework funded by the DfE that has 
been downloaded by over 5000 schools. He was Director of SEND at the London Leadership 
Strategy and an advisor to the Mayor of London’s education team. David is a consultant for 
the British Council and as part of this work he has supported the development of SEND 
policy in a number of countries including Ethiopia, Seychelles, Thailand and Malaysia.  
David is also trustee of the KPMG Foundation, which seeks to bring about systemic change 
in business and society and unlock the potential of the most disadvantaged children in the 
UK.



2. Activity and Engagement Information

#WholeEducation

This section covers 

- Attendance and Engagement data from events 

(Launch & coaching workshops in half term 1)

- Completion rates of Self Evaluation - start (in half term 1)

- Return of initial Action Plans (in half term 2)



Participating 
Schools

Launch Event 
Attendance

Coaching 
Workshop

School Self 
Evaluation

Action Plan 
Submission 

At Start: 31 schools
Triads: 10
Withdrew to date:4
Current: 27 schools

SENCOS’s - 25 
attended

Headteachers -
invited for the first 
half hour of the 
event and recording 
sent

Total = 25 out of 31 
schools represented 

All Coaches 
participants invite

100% of schools 
currently in 
programme 
completed their 
initial Self 
Evaluation

98% supported 
schools submitted 
action plans 

(last school didn’t submit 
due to change in staff but 
referred to it in QA as had 
been looking at it with SLT 
when took over role)

2a Activity and Engagement Information



3. High Quality Delivery and Support

#WholeEducation

This section covers : 

- End of events evaluation data from participants  (Launch & coaching workshops in half 

term 1 , Impact event in half term 6)

- QA feedback from Action Plans (in half term 2) 

- QA Phone calls midway with participant SENCOs (not including Coaches) (in half term 2/3 

and 4) by Project Lead 

- General feedback from Coaches, LA team, WE team  (more anecdotal) (ongoing)



3a. Launch Event 

#WholeEducation

What worked well:
● The content was really good. Very positive, 

interactive and interesting.
● Going over the process, how to look at data.
● High quality knowledge from the trainer, David.
● Really good overview, clear on expectations and 

excited to review our schools practice.

Even better if: 
● Meeting triad school staff.
● I have struggled to get access to the self 

evaluation as the college firewalls block a lot of 
content. I can work around this.



3b. Coaching workshop 

#WholeEducation

What worked well:
● Very good subject knowledge.
● Chance to meet my triad.
● Coaching explanations, time to discuss & 

begin to try out.
● The breakout rooms were more effective 

than other parts.

Even better if: 
● More time to talk within our triad.
● A better structure, better preparation, more 

focus from the outset on coaching.
● I felt the delivery was a little casual for me.



Upon submission of Action Plans, these are reviewed by our SEND project lead. Feedback and support is provided to 
help the SENCOs with improving and putting their plans into action. As part of this, the initially submitted plan is 
evaluated using the simple scoring system below and as summary of the results is provided below.

3c. Action Plans feedback

#WholeEducation

Rating
1 Expectations not met: are below the standard expected
2 Expectations met: are at the standard expected
3 Expectation exceeded: are consistently above the standard expected



3di. QA calls
Training: High quality training has improved knowledge of SEND and 
enabled informed and accurate self-evaluation 

#WholeEducation

Examples of Feedback:
● I always learn something from sessions like these. I found the provision 

mapping webinar was particularly good and it’s had a good impact on our 
practice. The presenter reinforced my view that I’ve made the correct 
decision.

● The training has been incredibly helpful and really informed our 
approach. We liked the self-evaluation training and the online webinars. 
Natalie Packer was particularly excellent.

● The CPD is very well planned and high quality. It’s really useful to be for 
our new SENCO to be able to access this. I liked the coaching session. It 
was at a good level and helped me pull together my thoughts on 
coaching.

Rating
1 Expectations not met: are below the standard expected
2 Expectations met: are at the standard expected
3 Expectation exceeded: are consistently above the standard expected



Communication : Good communication between coaches and 
professionals (inc WE Team) has led to a shared understanding of the 
aims and desired outcomes

#WholeEducation

Examples of Feedback:
● I’ve had lots of quick responses to emails whenever I’ve needed them. 

Lots of clear and relevant information.
● I’m very new to the project having only joined in June, but the 

communication we’ve received so far as all be very good.
● The emails and correspondence are very well written and always sent 

as timely reminders. If I ever send an email through, the team at Whole 
Ed are very quick to respond. Our coach is also really good at 
responding quickly and organising the meetings, as well as checking 
that we all all ok.

Rating
1 Expectations not met: are below the standard expected
2 Expectations met: are at the standard expected
3 Expectation exceeded: are consistently above the standard expected



Action Planning: action planning process has improved strategic 
planning for SEND. Targets have been mutually agreed, with 
appropriate next steps and are likely to be achieved within the agreed 
time scales

#WholeEducation

Examples of Feedback:
● Spending the time to really think deeply about the actions oi the plan was 

very useful. It was helpful to have the feedback on the plan from DB 
which asked how we were going to achieve the actions on a practical 
level. Sarah really helped to pick out the specific objectives that we 
needed to focus on and it was a very collaborative experience.

● Because I’m a new SENCO it gave me a set of ideas and priorities for next 
steps. The evaluation helped me to think of more time efficient ways of 
doing the job. Putting together the action plan was a useful process.

Rating
1 Expectations not met: are below the standard expected
2 Expectations met: are at the standard expected
3 Expectation exceeded: are consistently above the standard expected



Coaching: Support is pitched at the correct level. Dialogue with 
professionals is valuable, meaningful and has a positive impact on the 
quality of SEND leadership

#WholeEducation

Examples of Feedback:
● My coach is so experienced, she has really helped me look at 

different ways of doing things. She didn’t tell me what to do but 
asked me questions in a way that helped me think. She is also really 
supportive as well as guiding me to solutions.

● This has been good. I feel this is because a lot of pre-existing 
relationships. We pulled the action plan together and shared this with 
our SLT. We shared the action plan with our SLT at the start of term 
INSET, so everything all feels joined up.‘I feel there’s a really clear 
pathway of what needs to happen

Rating
1 Expectations not met: are below the standard expected
2 Expectations met: are at the standard expected
3 Expectation exceeded: are consistently above the standard expected



4. Development in capacity and capability of 
SENCO

#WholeEducation

This section covers: 

- Initial baseline data from Self Evaluation (by school and cohort) (in half term 1)

- Feedback from SEND CPD webinars series 

- Feedback from SENCOs directly



4a. Evaluate My School data (initial)

#WholeEducation

The EMS system allows the LA team to 
view the self-evaluation of each school 
individually and collectively.
This system is designed to be engaged 
with online and access is available to 
any of the LA team who require this *

Link : 
https://app.evaluatemyschool.co.uk/

*please just ask the WE SEND team if anyone else needs 
access

https://app.evaluatemyschool.co.uk/


4c. CPD Expert webinars 

#WholeEducation

The WE SEND programme is always listening and evolving to the needs of the participants and schools. The Expert
Online CPD Webinars were created and developed in response to the focus areas in the Self-evaluation. Areas that
SENCO’s and Head Teachers would like to explore and learn more about and apply to their teaching and practice.

These sessions are hosted on zoom, at 4 pm with a recording available afterwards for anyone who registers but
was unable to attend live.

All schools within the LA, not just those on the SEND programme are welcome to attend these webinars further
extending the reach of the SEND support across the schools in each locality.

SENCOs are welcome to use these webinars to help create discussion within their school or networks

The overwhelming feedback from evaluations has been these webinars have been very useful and we are pleased
to see more people attend each time.



4c. CPD webinar session information 

#WholeEducation

Janet Walker Gareth Morewood and Claire Ryan Natalie Packer

An introduction to supporting 
children with anxiety in your 
school

Team Manager for the Central and 
North West London Treatment 
Service, clinician Janet Walker 
will explore the concept of the 
anxiety cascade, the window of 
tolerance and working with 
parent/carers/ networks with 
differing views.

Working with learners and families

The session is for any leaders who want to be reflective 
practitioners in order to engage even more effectively with 
SEND learners and their families. The session will be 
broadly arranged over four overarching themes:

1. Establishing strong foundations for collaboration
2. Developing and extending opportunities for effective 
partnerships
3. Disagreeing nicely and avoiding conflict
4. How to ensure better outcomes for all

...with specific sub-themes and areas of focus across these 
including:
• Transition
• Communication and Accessibility

Woven into exploring these themes and practice areas they 
will provide Key Insights, Scenario/Case Study Examples, 
Top Tips and Further Reading/Links/Tools.

The role of the SEND Leader in High 
Quality Teaching

Author of The Perfect SENCO and The 
Teachers’ Guide to SEN, Natalie has a 
wealth of experience in SEND 
leadership. Natalie will explore:

● What is meant by inclusive 
HQT?

● What works: an evidence-
based approach to HQT?

● How SEND leaders can 
support colleagues to embed 
inclusive HQT in the 
classroom? 



4c. CPD webinar Session information 

#WholeEducation

Abigail Hawkins Matthew Parker Marc Rowland Natalie Packer

Provision Mapping

Abigail was a SENDCO for 
nearly 25 years of her 
teaching career and is 
experienced in leading SEN 
reviews in schools to establish 
the strengths and areas for 
development. This session 
will explore what effective 
provision mapping looks like

Maximising the impact of 
Teaching Assistants

Matthew delivers the MITA 
school improvement course 
for school leaders and 
Maximising the Practice of 
TAs training for school staff. 
This session is open to all 
staff teams, and will be 
particularly useful for 
SENCos, LSAs and TAs.    

Intent: developing a strategy 
to improve outcomes for the 
most vulnerable

Marc Rowland is a nationally 
recognised expert on Pupil 
Premium and disadvantage. 
In this session Marc will 
explore the importance of 
having a clearly defined 
‘intent’ for supporting 
vulnerable learners.

An inclusive approach to 
assessment

In her second session of the 
series, Natalie Packer will 
share her experience of:

● The principles of an 
inclusive approach to 
assessment

● A holistic model for 
SEND assessment and 
progress

● Examples of useful 
tools for the 
assessment of pupils 
with SEND



4d. Communities of Practice 

#WholeEducation

The overall feedback we’ve received is that the webinars are very useful, however what would be event better is if 
participants could have more opportunities to network and discuss with other SENCOs.
Therefore we are currently developing the Communities of Practice Groups to expand the continuous 
professional development opportunities for SENCO’s. These will also further promote peer to peer learning and 
relationship building provide a even more supportive network for SENCO’s within the WE SEND network. 

More information to follow as these develop



5. Next Steps

#WholeEducation

End of project review to include:

o Feedback (including completion rate and impact outcome) from final self-evaluations 

o Feedback from updated submission of Action Plan

o Any information from school submissions at Impact event

o Additional (ad-hoc) feedback from coaches and participants

o Review of progress towards objectives

o Review of LA data where relevant 


